
UNDER THE BAOBAB

Bush greet ings f rom Griet j ie!  The heat has returned but
besides some vis ib le s igns of  heat stress,  the vegetat ion
is st i l l  qui te good. 

I  was shocked and saddened to hear of  the passing of
Mr Ray Dalcher (112).  On behal f  of  a l l  Gr iet j ie residents
and owners I  would l ike to pass on our deepest
sympathy and condolences to El izabeth,  h is wi fe.  Ray
was a respected and long-standing member of  the
Griet j ie community.  His sudden passing was a shock to
us al l ,  and our thoughts are wi th his fami ly and fr iends
dur ing this di f f icul t  t ime.
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ON THE BANKS OF THE OLIFANTS - CONTINUE..

BY IAN NOWAK

Tar road: We are progressing well with the resurfacing of the tar
road. The holes have been filled across the full length of
Darisandi road. The slurry surface will now be systematically
applied from west to east. Thanks to the road team, they are
doing a great job.

Declaration: The gazette notice for the properties 113-126, and
the correction notice for the 2 properties has been collected
from the MEC’s office and the gazette notices are being placed.
We expect them to be printed before the end of November.
Thereafter we will be in further communication regarding the title
deed endorsement process and the progress with the Registrar
of deeds.

Access Road / RAL: The Affidavits and other documentation
has been prepared, reviewed, signed and delivered to the
appropriate people to proceed on part B of our original
application brought to the high court. Part A was the relocation
of the gate which we won, and part B is will now be heard. Part
B relates to the privatisation of the access road and the one
objection raised against it. As communicated in last month’s
edition RAL did not comply with the agreement to get a board in
place by the end of July.  The matter will now be ruled on by the
high court.

Annual Plan of Operations: The Annual plan of operations
(APO) has been updated and will be added to from time to time
as other items get listed for completion on the reserve. The
great news is that the “Working for water” team has begun the
rehabilitation of the open area on 79 and will proceed to 126
once complete. The team has 13 ladies and a supervisor. They
will perform a function known as “ponding”. The process allows
for the capture of seeds and prevents the water runoff from
washing the seed bad away into the drainage lines and rivers.
The area will also be brush packed to allow for the seeds to be
protected for germination. Over time this should allow for the
establishment of grasses.

 
" I hope you have

an experience
that alters the
course of your
life, because
after Africa,

nothing has ever
been the
same..."

Suzanne Evans.



Access Control: Please remember to provide the necessary
staff details for our database. This is a Balule wide requirement.
We need to have the ID of every person within the Protected
Area. I have had enquiries regarding the POPI Act. These will
be addressed in a separate communication, but we are in
compliance with this Act. We do however also have to comply
with the access requirements of the Management Authority in
terms of NEMPAA and the information gathered is stored for
security reasons only.

Balule: I recently shared a video on the groups which told the
story of the return of the 2 rhino orphans from Hoedspruit
Endangered Species Rehabilitation Centre (HESC) to Balule.
These 2 rhinos were orphaned by poachers on Balule some 5
years ago. They are both male and they are named “Stompi”
(has no tail) and Balu. They were raised by HESC in a “wild
enclosure” of roughly 100Ha in size. They were now at an age
where we could attempt to release them back into the wild open
system. The plan was to release them north of the Olifants river
in the hope that would establish territories here and hopefully
attract some females in the future. We decided that we would
keep them in the boma at ONGR to acclimatise and then release
them. Grietjie, Parsons, ONGR and Maseke all assisted in
repairing the bomas before they arrived. It was a great
collaborative effort and so far, it has been a great success.
They are wondering all around and doing well. They are fitted
with foot collars so are easily identifiable. 

Strategic follow up dehorning is currently underway in hot spot
areas and animals showing significant regrowth. This is in
preparation for the festive season which traditionally shows a
marked increase in poaching activities.
 
 I wish everyone and your families good health during this time.
 
Until next time.
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ON THE BANKS OF THE OLIFANTS - CONTINUE..

BY IAN NOWAK
"My mission

is to help
save our

wildlife. My
dream is

that one day
I won't have

to.."
WILD HEART



RESERVE MANAGER/WARDEN
GERRIE VAN ZYL: 

No burglaries reported 

Animals gaining weight after the good rains.
Good sightings of elephants, giraffe, wildebeest,
kudu and lions.
The impala's are back in great numbers, I counted
more than 350 impala on the Serengeti one
afternoon including waterbuck, zebra and 8 lions.
Sable bull were spotted on Maggie's Hill several
times, hope he survives the lions.
Several lion kill's reported including one of our iconic
waterbuck bulls, very sad indeed.

 All trees are green and lush with a few still in bloom.
Grass recover well after the rain.

111,5mm rain for Oct. 129,5mm rain for the season.
Day temperatures are very hot with a number of 40's
recorded.
Night temperatures are also warm in the 19-22
degrees.

We filled all the potholes on Darisandi with cold mix.
The resurfacing of the Darisandi road in progress,
sorry for the inconvenience.
Grade most of the gravel roads after the rains.

 Rhino dehorning in progress
One rhino poacher with a rhino horn arrested. Well
done to the anti-poaching team.

1) SECURITY AND ACCESS CONTROL

 
2) GAME MANAGEMENT.

3) VEGETATION.

 
4) CLIMATE AND RAINFALL.

5) R0ADS

6) OTHER MATTERS.

     
THANK YOU FOR ALL THE SUPPORT.
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"IF YOU 
LOVE WHAT

YOU ARE
 DOING, YOU

WILL BE
SUCCESSFUL"

ALBERT SCHWEITZER



 ECOLOGY / FIRE PROGRAM
IAN OWTRAM: 

 The Impala
The impala is the one animal that everyone associates
with the Kruger National Park and I am sure that this is
only because of the large numbers that are seen there. I
have seen various estimates ranging from 200 000 to
over a million animals in the park. Not all of these are
qualified estimates and some may be more a marketing
hype but regardless their numbers are in the region of
150 000-300 000 at any one time. Our recent Balule
census counted a population of 8326, of which 292 were
seen on Grietjie.Sadly many people tend to ignore the
herds of impala as they drive around because they are
so common. However they are one of the most
successful savannah species around and have achieved
this by adapting to their environment so well.Classified
as a mixed feeder due to the fact they will feed on
grasses, forbs and even browse on the smaller trees
has enabled them to survive through periods of drought
when other animals are not as resilient. This has
sometimes led to another local name given to them as
“the red goat of Africa”.On average an impala will live to
about 8-12 years old but a great many of them die
sooner than that as they are preyed upon by a wide
range of predators, from the big cats, to hyena and wild
dog and even the large raptors such as Martial eagle
have been known to take the lambs. We mustn’t also
forget two large reptiles, the crocodile and python which
are rather fond of a tasty piece of impala and of course
MAN has his fair share along with the odd Baboon. To
be able to survive this onslaught of predation impala
have become very successful breeders and each female
will be pregnant soon after her first birthday. The rut
starts early in January as the daylight hours start to
shorten once more, the males will start to increase their
testosterone levels slowly which will build up the
muscles needed when they really start to fight in May.
They will start with their rutting calls and chasing each
other around and all the time this is establishing a basic
form of hierarchy amongst themselves. 
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"It's not just
water. It's not

just ecology. It's
not just fire. It's
when you add it
up. It's mutually

reinforcing"
GREGG GARFIN



 ECOLOGY / FIRE PROGRAM
IAN OWTRAM: 

By the time the real rut starts in May the most dominant
males will have already found themselves suitable
territories and attracted a number of females and will
now have to fend off the attempts by lesser males to
push them out. Most rutting action is best observed in
the bachelor herds where the lower ranked males
continue to try and climb the hierarchal ladder. The rut
coincides with full moon phases and lasts for about 3
weeks during which time every female will become
impregnated, not always by
the dominant male. Some people suggest that the
dominant male will also be replaced 2 or 3 times during
this 3 week period but I am sure there are also many
that are strong enough to hold on to the position despite
the fact that they lose so much energy. I have also
observed here on Grietjie a single horned male
successful hold a harem for at least 2 years in the same
area so I am also unsure about claims that losing a horn
will result in a ram losing his ability to breed
successfully again. 197 days later, or thereabouts, the
females will start to drop their lambs. Again there has
been much speculation and stories handed down from
one generation to the next about how they can hold
back for a couple of weeks until the first rains arrive. As
far as I am aware there is no scientific proof to validate
these claims. However during late November to early
December you can expect the lambs to appear. The
female will often leave the herd for a
day to find a quiet spot to give birth and this is usually
done very early in the day allowing for them to gain as
much strength as possible because the next nightfall.
Again there are stories that go around stating that all
the females within the herd will give birth with a couple
of days of each other, despite possibly having mated 3
weeks apart. The rutting process allows for the females
to become impregnated over an extended period of time.
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"He that
plants

trees, loves
others

besides
himself "

THOMAS FULLER



 ECOLOGY / FIRE PROGRAM
IAN OWTRAM: 

The competition is open to all owners on Grietjie
Commercial lodges and their guiding staff are
excluded from the competition 
The photo must be taken within the boundaries of
the Grietjie reserve
Submit via WhatsApp your photo with the date and
time and location to Ian on 083 2868281 and if you
are the lucky person we will transfer the funds into
your bank account.

Once the lambs are born they are hidden away for a few
days before joining the crèche and this is what may give
rise to the story of them being born all at the same time.
I used to mistakenly believe that it was a case of
embryonic diapause or delayed implantation of the
foetus, a reproductive strategy used by bears and
marsupials and about 100 other species of mammals
globally, but this apparently only occurs in one species
of artiodactyl, the Roe deer.  So as far as I am
concerned it’s back to the drawing boards to find out the
reason why this might happen. What is known though is
that the purpose behind the impala’s strategy is to
release a lot of small vulnerable animals into the system
all at once to ensure that overall the survival rate will be
higher. Predators are spoilt for choice right at the start
but within a few days the young are strong and agile
enough to be able to escape most of the time. If you
consider that half to two-thirds of the population of
impalas could be females and that every female has one
lamb (twins are very rare) then the overall population
could increase by an additional 25-40% annually. On a
population of 200-300 000 this could result in a total
population of 300-500 000 in a short space of time. In
recent years Mhangela lodge sponsored a prize of
R1000 for the first photo of a lamb seen on Grietjie each
year. This year the CAPs as a collective have agreed to
donate the funds instead. The rules are simple-
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"The first law
of Ecology is

that
everything is

related to
everything

else..."
BARRY COMMONER



 ECOLOGY / FIRE PROGRAM
IAN OWTRAM: 

Erosion concerns at Picnic site #3
 

Recent months have seen an increase in soil erosion at
the picnic site #3 and the committee was asked to
consider possible actions to remedy and reclaim the
area.Dr F. Venter and I examined the area recently and
after careful consideration we agreed that the erosion is
primarily caused by wind erosion, followed by pressure
from humans and animals walking across the soft sand.
There is little evidence of water-based erosion but there
is a possibility that this will occur if remedial action is
not taken now. It would appear as though there is a
tunnel where the wind blows through to the right of the
large fig tree and through the three seats, thereby
accelerating the wind effect underneath each bench. It
is recommended that the benches be removed and
reused somewhere else on the reserve. I spoke with Mr
Du Toit from #35 who donated the benches originally
and he is happy for them to be removed and utilised
somewhere else. Once the benches are removed the
area between the turning circle and the edge of the river
will be covered with brush-packing using locally sourced
logs and branches. With this in place it will prevent any
further traverse over the affected soils, reduce the effect
of the wind and allow for the seedbed of grasses to re-
establish thereby stabilising the bank. The hole at the
top of the bank on the entrance road in will be filled in
with rock and covered over with soil and the alternative
road will be closed off and rehabilitated. The slop down
to the picnic spot is also beginning to show signs of
erosion and this will be dealt with at the same time. All
owners are requested to not disturb any brush-packing
efforts but are encouraged to still make use of the
facilities. It is important that minimal impact is had in the
future on any sloping sandbanks and to try and keep all
activities to the top of the bank where impact will be
reduced.
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PICNIC
Life is beautiful.
Let's live in the

moment, 
enjoy every

day and just be
happy..
ANONYMOUS



 ECOLOGY / FIRE PROGRAM
IAN OWTRAM: 

Erosion concerns at Picnic site #3 Continue... 

We will send out a notice requesting help in the form of
manpower, trailers and any other equipment that may be
required on the chosen dates. A notice will be sent out
on the WhatsApp chat group a week or so beforehand
so that we can get as many people involved as possible,
after all
this is a true community project fixing up an asset that
the whole community can make  use of.
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"IF YOU 
 WANT TO

EAT FOOD..
PREVENT

SOIL
EROSION"

THE FRESH QUOTES



INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY /
PROJECTS - BJORN VALCKE: 

UPDATED ANNUAL PLAN OF OPERATIONS:

Please see APO attached to the email.

Regards,
Bjorn Valcke
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"WE ARE
CHANGING

THE WORLD 
WITH

TECHNOLOGY"

BILL GATES



GRIETJIE AS SEEN THROUGH
WAYNE'S LENS...
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CLASSIFIEDS and ADVERTISEMENTS

GLASS MONKEY BEADS

HANDMADE MURANO GLASS BEADS
GLASS BEAD JEWELRY

BEAD MAKING WORKSHOPS

ARUNA MOHAN
GLASSMONKEYBEADS@CLOUD.COM

FACEBOOK:  GLASS MONKEY BEADS
+27 (0) 79 38 64 325

COETZEE & VAN DER MERWE
Prokureurs | Aktevervaardigers | Boedelbereddaraars

Attorneys | Conveyancers | Estate Adminstrators

SH’ZEN - There is so much love!

A more beautiful you, naturally!
Please contact me should you wish to be added onto
our mailing list to view our weekly / monthly specials.

Consultant: Odette Dart
Cell Nr: 0824500971

Email: dartodette@gmail.com

PHALABORWA BRANCH

Tel:  15 781 1356/6/7         Fax 015 781 1141

Address: 
4 Tovanco Building

Palm Ave, Phalaborwa

Email:
deeds2@coetzeevdmerwe.co.za

lit@coetzeevdmerwe.co.za

HOEDSPRUIT BRANCH

Tel:  015 793 1113/4         Fax: 015 793 1440

Address:
166 Moose Rd, Hoedspruit

Email:
hoedspruit@costzeevdmerwe.co.za
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PENGA NDLOVU CUSTOMS

- ARE YOU GETTING TIRED OF YOUR BLUNT KNIVES?
- DOES YOUR CUTTING EDGE NEED AN UPGRADE?

BRING THEM TO PENGA NDLOVU CUSTOMS TO HAVE THEM
SHARPENED TO A RAZORS EDGE.

LIFELONG GUARANTEE ON ALL YOUR HANDMADE UNLESS STATED
OTHERWISE

071 903 3270 – PORTION 77

TO BE CONTINUED....



VIRTUAL MUTSAMI
Professional Web Development

We build MOBILE FRIENDLY web &
applications & E-COMMERCE STORES

using WORDPRESS.
Contact Tracey 082 424 7527
Email:  tracey@mutsami.co.za

Getting I.T. Done!!! 
Contact: 

 Tyler +27 (0) 714 0966
Email:  tyler@tytytech.co.za
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE...

SEE YOU NEXT TIME!

For all your canvas printing needs.
Contact:

Wayne Calitz on 082 447 2331
Email: wayne.sprocky@gmail.com


